
Match Report 

YJFL U.11’s Red Division  Round 10  23/06/2013 

Richmond V’s Brunswick Junior F.C. 

Richmond Tigers had a comfortable win over an out of form Brunswick Dragons. 

 

The Dragons responded well to the pressure applied by Richmond in the first quarter as the Tigers could only 

manage two goals, however later on the Dragons backmen were seen to be kicking across goal and presenting 

Richmond with gift goals. 

Contributing to the Dragons lack of good fortune was the loss of several key players to injury and family 

commitments. George (13) went down with a knee injury early into the game and Michael (7) ill on the day. 

Unfortunately five other players were not available due to family commitments. 

Ewan (18) kicked the Dragon’s one and only brilliant goal for the day from a long way out! 

Otis (20) has been one of the Dragons’ better players in recent weeks and was finally rewarded for his efforts 

with the B.O.G. medal from the Richmond camp. 

Special mention goes out to Cameron Griffith and Sebastian Herbst from Richmond who without hesitation 

volunteered to help out the Dragons and make up the numbers necessary to make it more of an even contest. The 

sportsmanship shown in this manner by the Tigers coach, Colin Chipperfield is to be congratulated. 

In good news, George and Michael are likely to play but will have to pass fitness tests at training on Wednesday 

and most of the missing players are expected back this week. 

Keen to bounce back, the Dragons hoping to put an end to their form slump by playing at home in a local derby 

clash against North Brunswick. 

 

Richmond 

 

2.3.15 

 

5.7.37 

 

9.10.64 
 

13.13.91 

 

Brunswick Dragons 

 

0.0.0 

 

0.1.1 

 

1.1.7 

 

1.1.7 
 

Best Players: Otis (20), Kallum (5), Owen (39), Josh W (15), George (13) Tom (11), Riley (19) and Josh M 

(33). 

 Declan (37) led out the team as captain for the day. 

Goals:  Ewan(1). 

 

Charlie Menotti 


